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bibliographic

BINARY FLUENCY
PEDAGOGY IN JAPANESE STUDIES AT PENN

university of pennsylvania

alban M kojima
PROLOGUE

information
information is a conceptual synthesis that represents a set of related ideas which when recorded and
preserved induces purposeful and effectual human communication anderson 1983 belkin 1978
on the basis of this definition this paper constructs the following behavioral framework as to how
information works information originates in the creators mind as incipient ideas these ideas grow
and mature into a structured conceptual whole represented by a symbolic means such as language
image sound or number system among many others the represented conceptual whole then
becomes transferable as it actualizes itself through an expressive medium such as book CD
ROM
CDROM
online image and so on when information seekers come in contact with the information that is
mature represented and actualized this information evokes certain reactions in the seekersmind
seekers mind
initiating a process of communication for example a print journal article is a form of recorded and
preserved information this linguistic representation of structured ideas framed in the medium
print journal establishes a communication between the author and the reader if for
called printjournal
instance the reader decides to use this article in hisher
aisher research paper the communication is
purposeful because the readers decision establishes a certain aim for the content of this article on
the other hand if the reader sets out to prove the insufficiency of the primary claim of john does
thesis by utilizing this article as hisher
aisher ammunition and succeeds then the communication is
effectual because this article causes the reader to modify some elements in the knowledge
environment built around the veracity of john does thesis moreover information is dynamic it
affects no two persons in exactly the same way and conversely no two persons perceive grasp and
assimilate it exactly alike complex and dynamic recorded information transfers a conceptual
synthesis to its seekers establishing a communication arena that is uniquely individuated and
unduplicable
expressive media

given that information transforms itself through symbolic means it is possible to pinpoint todays
two most prevalent channels through which information manifests itself 1 electronic media and
2 print media with their capability to quantify related data taxonomically and to provide superior
accessibility some of the electronic media have successfully established their viability in todays
academic communication environment digitized reference material which includes bibliographies
dictionaries encyclopedias citation indexes is one such genre whose positive contribution has
resulted from its reshaped functionality as database endowed with the capability to continuously
update its data content lynch 2001 while benoit 2002 maintains that the success of electronic
resources such as this genre depends on how users assimilate the information content and give
value to it lynch 2002 offers a technological explanation claiming that its success and enduring
value as infon
information
incon
nation needs to be ascribed to the re usability marked out by the frequent scholarly
rediscovery
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there are other types of electronic genres internet sites

e books and e journals for example As

lynch 2001 observes users generally turn to these genres in order to get a quick look at various
non committal non sequential reading As long as users
source options or simply to engage in noncommittal
continue making cursory use of these electronic genres aiming at quick results these genres will
serve them well however full fledged research activity requires more than non sequential reading
for example the rereading that requires a deep level of concentration for the comprehension of
ali
all of which
information content and the kind of reading that requires summarizing and annotating ail
link eventually to writing are not well supported by non sequential reading palmer 2002

yet when users commit themselves to a high level of research activity a number of problems
emerge for instance although these electronic genres offer unique functionality in the rapid
non linear hypertextual
retrieval of information through such features as keyword search and nonlinear
structure they lack the capability for sequential reading that requires the simultaneous checking of
footnotes massey bursio 1999 both massey bursio 1999 and palmer 2002 underscore the
importance humanities scholars in particular place on the use of footnotes to find sources some
users appear to feel that the reading of electronic sources can be quite tasking they often lose their
places while engaging in reading they have to scroll up and down constantly they are unable to
highlight major ideas and they find themselves unable to engage in extensive annotations
starkweather 1999 the gravest problem is that electronic resources lack preservability despite
their licensed accessibility this ability to preserve information is one of the major differences
between digital and print resources lynch 2001 saracevic 2000 print media though they are
inferior to electronic media in terms of quantification and accessibility can preserve information
content this is a powerful advantage over electronic media As clifford A lynch 2001 the
infori nation affirms print media will continue to
information
executive director of the coalition for network sinfori
exist because of their preservability as well as their unique purpose and readership distinct from
those of digitized resources
information literacy
given that symbolically represented information manifests itself through expressive media these
media remain in abeyance to the information content users select information content according to
their own interpretations and contextualizations of research topics determine how to use the selected
information content in order to broaden and deepen the level of their academic communications and
opt for a particular expressive medium that best serves their research aims in this multileveled
multi leveled
process the expressive medium is a means not an end in itself the primary focus is the information
content As white 1999 suggests the refinement not the quantification of highly relevant
information contents is the core aim of user based information management and the effective user
information interaction presupposes well developed abilities and skills in selecting assessing and
utilizing the information content with a highly focused topical relevance the acquisition of such
abilities and skills then necessitates a methodically structured educational environment that is
learner centric in which the learner takes the initiative in order to bring about the best possible result
in attaining the prescribed educational goals dewald 2000 mccartin 2001 and many other
information specialists believe that the ARCL information literacy competency standards for
higher education association of college and research libraries 2000 provides the basis for the
creation ofjust
of just such an educational environment one that centers around the instruction of
information literacy
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five broad based standards that
divide into 22 performance indicators for which 87 outcomes are postulated these standards
organize a conceptual framework that identifies and taxonomizes abilities and skills required for the
user information interaction to occur in the broadest possible ways the five standards state that an
information literate person can
11
I determine the extent of information needed 2 access the needed information
effectively and efficiently 3 evaluate information and its sources critically and incorporate
selected information into ones knowledge base 4 use information effectively to
accomplish a specific purpose and 5 understand the economic legal and social issues
surrounding the use of information and access and use information ethically and legally 1 1-

the ARCL standards build on a tiered structure which comprises

2

the current information arena in higher education has reacted to these broadly articulated standards
in terms of their practical applicability some information specialists have received the standards
with open arms
anns declaring that they establish the firm fundamental principles by defining scholarship
anus
as a life
long learning process arp 2002 brown 1999 while others have suggested that the
lifelong
general scope of the ARCL standards is too far reaching and unrealistic because they contain an
unreasonably wide range of competency expectations and learning components marcum 2002
these strong reactions have been offered in voluminous publications as well as via endless
discussions and debates that outweigh the reality based implementation results reported thus far
arp 2002 on the basis of these varied reactions arp 2002 further observes that the general
tendency in higher education is to use these standards selectively in order to meet the student needs
on an institution by institution basis it seems then that the primary significance of the standards
lies not only in its officially stated role as an instrument for measuring an individuals level of
information literacy but also in its functionality as a point of reference a benchmark ror
for designing
developing and implementing information literacy programs based upon a specific institutions
programmatic needs

the number and types of the definitions for the term information literacy

that have appeared in
discussion papers guideline papers suggestion papers and reports since the establishment of the
ARCL standards seems to suggest a lack of consensus among information specialists for the
purpose of offering a clear perspective in this paper the following brief definitions are presented
descriptively the simplest definition of information literacy begins with chus 1999 and
marcums
marcues
Marcums 2002 reminder that the most fundamental meaning of the word literacy is the ability to
read write and speak chu 1999 adds that information literacy is at base the ability to analyze
and critically evaluate information roth 1999 and brandt 2001 suggest that the discovery the
assessment and the purposeful manipulation of information lie at the center of information literacy
sun 2002216 condenses the ARCL standards to their core level information literacy is the
ability to access evaluate and use information effectively efficiently and critically as well as
ethically and legally the discovery the access the assessment and the determined use of
information through critical analysis constitute the root concept underlying information literacy the
nucleus of this root concept then is analysis that comes from the ability to think critically this
nucleus is generally termed critical thinking whitmire 1998 provides a concise explanation
arguing that critical thinking refers to the capability to comprehend a discourse by extracting its main
ideas and to examine and assess the consistency of the discourse structure the validity of claims the
veracity of data the reliability of data sources and the qualifications of information providers as
well as the justifiability of the conclusions given whitmire 1998 along with farber 1999
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proceeds to link the need for critical thinking to the use of ever quantifying electronic media while
Whit
whitmires
mires concern for effective information management through critical thinking in the face of
todays explosive technological advances and through quantification of electronic information is
justifiable the application of critical thinking as a means of successful information management
cannot in the least be limited only to the information manifested through electronic media critical
thinking is an integral part of the scholarly research process whether the researcher opts for
electronic or print media As osullivan 2002 kempcke 2000 and kirkland 1999 advocate
functional information literacy schemes develop upon integration and relevance the importance
electronic print dichotomy
of supporting critical thinking then prevails far beyond the electronicprint
bibliographic curricular content
definition ally by the
given that critical thinking forms the nucleus of information literacy shaped definitionally
ARCL standards how will librarians and instructors utilize this framework in designing developing
and implementing their bibliographic curricula will some adhere strictly to the five standards and
follow the 22 performance indicators this viable approach may at times result in a curriculum
with a perfectly organized scheme that appears flawless on paper but void of practical applicability
the worry here is that this approach focuses only on the standards taxonomical outline of the
abilities and skills presumably required for the acquisition of information literacy disregarding that
the principal actors are users with highly varied skills and motivations if by contrast the user
constitutes the starting point of bibliographic curriculum development then the specific user needs
stemming from the programmatic direction of the academic institution to which the user belongs
must be given the highest priority in other words specific users needs based upon the institutions
programmatic direction determine the content design development and implementation of the
bibliographic curriculum brown 1999 buchanan 2002 kamhi stein 1998 leckie 1999 sun
2002 in this case then the role of the standards is referential

once the content of the bibliographic curriculum aligns with and develops upon the basis of the
immediate needs of users in light of their institutions academic directions it is necessary to
determine how the curriculum content will be organized and implemented will the
al mode be solely built on critical thinking because critical thinking is the nucleus of
implementational
implementation
information literacy if so should critical thinking be linked directly and completely to electronic
betted
resources because as julien 2000 observes the online information obtainable today is not vetted
while in the previous era librarians selected the print sources critically so that users had less of a need
to evaluate the credibility andor reliability of library collections will the implementation of the
curriculum content necessitate the deployment of a lecture and demonstration approach or an
activity based handson
hands on method
As a variant approach to critical thinking olson 1999383384
1999383 384 suggests creative thinking which he
defines as the process of modifying ideas from an existing knowledge base with the ability to
form or bring forth a new thought by using imagination and intellect balderrama 2000 concurs
with olson by stressing some significant characteristics of creative thinking such as taking chances
by experimenting with new ideas or by pushing ones limit testing the farthest extent of ones
abilities olson 1999 using karl albrechta
albrechts
ts concepts illustrates five basic components of creative
Albrech
thinking 1 absorption in which the creative thinker digests relevant data while seeking answers by
posing many questions about the data 2 inspiration in which the creative thinker transforms
various attributes of the collected data by intuitively reconstructing and restructuring them 3
testing in which the creative thinker probes the newly hypothesized amalgamation of data in a
36

battery of experimentations 4 refinement in which the creative thinker revises improves and
finalizes the test results and 5 dissemination and implementation in which the creative thinker
provides the executor with the final product for its further realization and distribution olson 1999
asserts further that creative thinking stems from the imagination based conceptual framework what
while critical thinking builds on the logical structure if then
will this type of creative
if
thinking work well in a lecture demonstration pedagogical environment one which a large group of
todays practicing librarians and instructors seems to support dalrymple 2002 or will it turn out
to be a far more suitable option for activity based learner
leamer centric instructional environments which
another population of information specialists seems to endorse holeman 2000 kamhi stein 1998
Rock
mart 2002 it seems clear that creative thinking nurtures and matures in the kind of
rockman
mari
pedagogical environment in which a variety of learning types are valued such as those taxonomized
for example by marybeth mccartin

mccartin 2001 suggests four types of learning

the constructivist approach focuses on learners
own direct involvement with what is to be learned through various methods such as observation
examination exploration analysis and synthesis and discovery in order to build their own expertise
independently and self reliantly 2 the experiential learning approach builds on learning by
doing and as it is activity based it encourages learners to engage in such activities as development
examination of
viewpointssand
of skills exploration of various concepts using a wide range of viewpointsand
and examinationof
viewpoint
problem situations in order to bring solutions to them 3 the inquiry based learning approach has
instructors guiding students through a variety of problems and processes of discovery using various
sources in order to bring about appropriate solutions here the instructor disseminates no information
directly she guides and 4 the cooperative learning model nurtures a team environment supports
meaningful interpersonal communication as well as promotes individual responsibility among
students of varying propensities and sociocultural backgrounds clearly self realization through
activity based self reliant and inter
intercommunicational experience is the common denominator fusing
communicational
these types of learning in
m instructional environments that foster such positive learning behaviors
critical thinking and creative thinking can cofunction
co
function enriching given problem solving processes
this co functionality for example may take the pattern if A then B but what if A contains the
sub elements x and y instead of
ofp
ofap and q as originally supposed will the thought if A then B still
hold the bibliographic curriculum can then incorporate a system in which critical thinking and
creative thinking serve as a viable dyad in a holistically managed instructional setting
1

bibliographic PEDAGOGY AT PENN
overview

the bibliographic pedagogy in graduate level japanese studies at the university of pennsylvania
encourages the interplay between critical thinking and creative thinking in an activity based
intercommunicational environment this design enables students to experience substantial
inter
communicational
information discovery processes through the predominantly japanese language based setting
bearing the title japanese bibliography and problems of research this bibliographic course is an
integral part of the japanese studies curriculum offered by the department of asian and middle
perm
peim established by the unanimous recommendation of the japanese studies
eastern studies at penn
faculty and aligned with the facultys belief that the highest priority is for the students to familiarize
themselves with the contents of as many major reference tools as possible regardless of their media
and formats this bibliographic pedagogy continues to evolve through four ongoing academic subject
categories buddhism japanese civilization japanese history and japanese literature the
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bibliographic pedagogy aims to meet the immediate academic needs of the students by exposing the
students to a set of carefully selected humanities based resources in the way that enables the students
to apply their new bibliographic knowledge and experience directly to their day to day research
projects while theymove
they move forward in their academic trajectories toward the completion of their
degree programs this aim allies with the justification that the familiarization with a broad array of
representative reference tools constitutes a precursor to the successful development and acquisition
of abilities and skills detailed in the ARCL standards the bibliographic pedagogy in japanese
studies at penn then centers upon the specific needs of the graduate students these needs are
framed by the japanese studies faculty to match the current scholarly direction at the institutional
level

exploring further this institutional level it becomes important to note that japanese studies belongs
to the family of area studies koide 1999 affirms that the comparative analyses of various human
undertakings shaped in cultural linguistic sociopolitical and philosophical phenomena is the
essence of area studies makino 2000 observes that in the past decade japanese studies has
transformed from a highly compartmentalized discipline into a multidisciplinary one balderrama
2000 suggests that all forms of communication scholarly intercultural and interpersonal build on
diversity these postulates when integrated together form the contextual basis of japanese studies
to analyze comparatively human phenomena relevant to japan from multidisciplinary
nary viewpoints
multidiscipli
and subsequently to disseminate the multiformed research results in order to enrich and further the
present japanological
Japanological studies fostering continued scholarly advancement here the three key
concepts are 1 topical relevance to japan 2 analyses of japan based human phenomena and 3
communication of variform research results how do these core concepts link within the
Japan
ological informational arena first researchers familiarity with appropriate resource contents
japanological
japanologicalinformational
usher them into the relevant topical foci of their japanological
Japanological research projects second
researchers experiences in the integration of critical thinking and creative thinking facilitates and
heightens the analytical process of their research projects and third the dissemination of their
research results reflects the depth and breadth of their binary fluency in wielding original japanese
texts and in transforming the original texts into the language chosen for publication of their finished
research products the bibliographic pedagogy in japanese studies then builds on the
familiarization with representative resource tools and the comprehension of the resource contents
through the synergy of critical and creative thinking supported by the binary fluency in reshaping
original japanese texts into the research context and utilizing the language chosen for final
knowledge transmission
binary fluency
generally japanology graduate students in north america comprise three types 1 native speakers
of english whose research projects involve original japanese texts and who disseminate their
research results in english 2 native speakers of japanese whose research projects involve original
japanese texts and who disseminate their research results in english and 3 native speakers of
languages other than english and japanese whose research projects involve original japanese texts
and who disseminate their research results in english this paper concerns itself with type 1I and
type 2 students because these two types constitute the population of the japanese studies graduate
perm the type 1I graduate students the native speakers of english are required to have
students at penn
completed all of the japanese language courses before taking the japanese bibliography course the
reason is that 90 percent of the representative resources to be covered either in class or on an
individual basis during the semester and all the projects and exercises that are integral part of this
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course are in japanese thus the course mandates a high level of proficiency in the japanese
language for the type 1 students the primary aim of this bibliographic course is to grasp the given
japanese resource contents and realize how best to utilize them in terms of the final dissemination
of their research results the students work goes smoothly because the transmissive medium is in
english their native tongue the type 1 students simultaneously gain familiarity with the selected
japanese resources and further their skills in the japanese language in contrast the type 2 students
grasp the given japanese resource contents more easily because these contents are in japanese their
own native language the primary task for the type 2 students is to acquire skills in how best to
utilize these resource contents transforming not just translating them from japanese into english in
the analytical processes of their research projects and in how best to disseminate their research
results in english whose syntactical structure as well as semantic convention differs considerably
from those of the japanese language the binary fluency then is a dyadic system that comprises
perm all students strive to
bibliographic and linguistic fluency hi
in the bibliographic pedagogy at penn
develop bibliographic fluency and along with this fluency the type 1 students further their
linguistic skills in japanese while the type 2 students aim for a higher level of english proficiency
pedagogical content
class activity
penn has two components that provoke the
the pedagogical content of the bibliography course at perm
cognitive processes of critical and creative thinking 1 examination and interpretation and 2
comparative analysis and subsequent synthesis the examination and interpretation component forms
the basis of class activity while the comparative analysis and synthesis frames the individually
assigned projects the class activity has two modules 1 search practice and 2 paraphrase
practice by means of ASC method each weekly session allows 80 minutes for the search practice
module and additional 80 minutes for the paraphrase practice module with a 20 minute intermission
between the two for these modules the class divides into groups of two each group composed of
one student with a higher proficiency in japanese than the other so that the stronger of the two peers
mentors the weaker when possible a native speaker of english is paired with a native speaker of
japanese the group members rotate each week so that everyone has the opportunity to share their
unique cultural knowledge and their individual thoughts views and sociocultural characteristics

on the first day of the class each student receives a reference material entitled representative
house by the
inhouse
reference titles for japanese studies this document is a guide book compiled in
Japanese Korean bibliographer at the vanpelt dietrich library center of the university of
japanesekorean
pennsylvania the guide book contains 199 core reference titles 19 of which are in english and 180
in japanese sorted first by subject category and then by call number identified by its call number
each entry spells out its bibliographic features divided into two parts 1 content description and 2
content data elements the content description outlines the general overview which includes
chronological coverage material coverage subject focus entry arrangements and physical traits
the content data elements detail the structural components such as how the guide word is entered
how the definition is provided what type of definition it is how bibliographiccross
bibliographic cross references are
incorporated and how indexes are put together and what they contain see appendix 1 the
students use this guide book as a reference while they are taking the bibliography course and after
completing the course they continue to use it as a guide to the japanese reference collection housed
in the east asian seminar room in the library in addition to this guide book each student
frequently receives handouts throughout the semester these handouts include a set of japanese
romanization tables an outline of the steps suggested for transforming search conditions from
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english to japanese an illustration of some elements necessary for constructing well formed search
conditions and so on

in the first module search practice the instructor provides each group with a list of three reference
titles accompanied by three search questions the match between the title and the question is already
established for the group the point here is to focus on describing search processes in detail and on
providing solutions to the given problems by means of the contents of the reference titles in question
each question is carefully structured aiming simultaneously at bibliographic skills acquisition and at
Japan ological content recognition As appendix 2 illustrates each search question given to the
japanological
corresponding reference title requires two levels of solutions 1 the search process describing the
steps used to arrive at solutions and 2 the answers deduced from the actual content of the given
reference title each group spends the first 40 minutes searching for solutions without the
instructors help during this period the group members interact with each other and in many
instances they communicate with the members of the other groups as well thus self generating a
intercommunicational
highly inter
communicational environment in the next forty minutes each group shares its findings
with the class if there are eight students in four groups a total of 12 representative reference titles
are discussed in light of bibliographic techniques and content recognition often new japanological
Japan ological
discussions relevant to their mini presentations emerge spontaneously the instructor guides and
facilitates their mini presentations and discussions yet one might ask why does this activity
concentrate heavily on print material frank J schulman 2002 answers this question even in the
age of technological advancement and electronic resources and their superb accessibility the
scholarly research on asia builds primarily on established print resources palmer 2002 supports
Schul
mans view by observing that despite todays highly standardized digital resources original
schulmann
schulmans
physical texts remain the primary sources humanities scholars and their research programs most use

while the first module is bibliographic in its intent design and practice the second module the
paraphrase practice is linguistic the aim of this module is to familiarize the students with full
fledged academic japanese through the ASC method this will in turn support the methodical
development of a holistic contextual comprehension of japanese texts a core skill to be deployed in
their research processes the ASC method transforms japanese texts into english through analysis
synthesis and contextualization that is the reconfiguration of phraseological andor sentential
relationships on the bases of their syntactical and semantic functionality As appendix 3
demonstrates the first phase analysis accomplishes three tasks 1 categorizes the sentence into
al components in a nested pattern that at once distinguishes visually the
prolongational
structural and prolongation
structural elements subject and verb are aligned left line numbers 1 and 5 from the prolongation
al
prolongational
elements nested according to their modificative hierarchy line numbers 2244 2 establishes the
conceptual parallelism mostly found in english noun phrases and 3 reconfigures these english
phrases the second phase synthesis transforms the reconfigured english phrases into a group of
more functional phraseological segments which as a whole constitute an english sentence and the
third phase contextualization heightens the sentence into a full fledged and refined english
sentence which paraphrases the original japanese text one that is appropriate for use in the
researchers writing all the japanese texts used in this module are excerpts from japanese academic
journals the level of complexity ranges from one sentence texts to eight sentence texts and the
groups challenge these texts progressively and cumulatively throughout the semester

the pedagogical design of the second module is slightly different from the first module in that

while
each group receives a list of three dissimilar reference titles to work on in the first module every
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group receives the identical japanese text in the second module the aim of this scheme is to
Japan ological
produce end results that are diverse in their interpretation which will facilitate various japanological
discussions based upon intercultural and interdisciplinary viewpoints the rest of the second module
is similar to the first module during the first 40 minutes each group examines and interprets the
given text interactively utilizing the ASC method in order to arrive at a solution without any help
from the instructor and then each group shares its interpretive results with the other groups during
the next 40 minutes once again the task of the instructor is to guide and moderate their mini
presentations and to facilitate further discussions

leaming types
the class activity in the bibliographic pedagogy at penn then embodies all four learning
proposed by mccartin the class activity is at once constructive experiential and inquiry based
because the scheme of the activity necessitates the involvement of all students in critical examination
and interpretation as well as in creative thinking toward solutions while they acquire bibliographic
and linguistic skills through activity based exercises provided and guided by the instructor
furthermore the activity is cooperative because the group setting encourages the creation of team
efforts and fosters both interpersonal and intercultural communications among the students involved
by design all aspects of this class activity embrace diversity
projects

while examination and interpretation exercises generate the class activity comparative analyses and
subsequent syntheses constitute the basis for the other segment of the pedagogical content of penns
bibliography course the individual student projects there are three projects assigned to the class
on an individual basis 1 a cross media comparative analysis 2 a set of 36 search exercises and
3 a literature review assigned in this order these projects stand independently each with its own
distinct aims however when they are linked together they form a highly coherent whole since they
are designed to be progressive and cumulative As the student advances from one project to the next
the demand for knowledge and skills intensifies and the breadth and depth of problem solving
expands and deepens simultaneously the final project the review of literature amalgamates all
that has been learned during the semester

project one the cross media comparative analysis aims at investigating critically the veracity of an
internet article in light of print material this project begins with the selection of one internet article
and three print reference titles
tities one in english and the other two in japanese for example a
scholarly synopsis of the tale of
genji on the internet constitutes an excellent document for this
ofgenji
project to this electronic source Kod
ansha encyclopedia ofjapan
kodansha
of japan in english nihon koten
bungaku
daijiten
bunsaku Daijiten
dauiten in japanese and nihon dai hyakka zensho in japanese may be juxtaposed
the criteria for this comparative investigation are 1 application of topic 2 presentation of
information content and 3 scholarly authenticity these criteria may transform into the following
questions
0
how broad or narrow does the topic apply
0

for whom is the article intended

0

how is the topic represented

0

how descriptive analytical andor comparative is the presentation of the information
content
41

what qualifications does the author have are there any citations given what types of
citations are they
the results of this critical investigation take the form of four page report with an evaluative
conclusion to be shared with the class in a 10 minute oral presentation

one alternative to this internet print comparison is an electronic print comparison of the same title
kodansha
ansha
naiyo saimoku soran or Kod
sakuin nihon dai hyakka zensho ronbunshu kaiyo
zasshi kiji saguin
encyclopedia of
japan for example this electronic print comparison of the same title can be used
ofjapan
either as a substitute for the internet print comparison or as a full fledged additional project
however the investigative content of the electronic print comparison of the same title will focus
closely on the structural facets of these genres primarily in light of data accessibility the
comparative analysis centers around such issues as the scope of the bibliographic matter to be
considered the exhaustiveness of information content structures of primary files the display of
records arrangements of fields within records differences in search methods and differences in
accession processes these issues may develop into the following investigative questions
what is the scope of the bibliographic matter incorporated into the resource system at hand
how exhaustive is the data content
how is the primary file structured
how do the data elements in the record display
how are the records within the file arranged and how does such a record arrangement enable
access
how does the resource system in question function in terms of document retrieval andor
informational retrieval
how do search methods differ between electronic and print
ic and print
electronic
and how do the accession processes differ between electron

the very nature of this comparative analysis is more pointedly technological rather than scholarly
whether or not to opt for this alternative assignment depends on the intent of the bibliographic
course which is in turn dependent upon the institutions academic mission

project two the 36 search exercises reinforces and enriches the knowledge and skills that the
students have gained through the group based class activities this project is an extension of the
class activity module 1 with the following modifications the matching of the question and the
corresponding reference title is not given the list of reference titles includes both electronic and print
media and the students rely on their own critical and creative abilities on an individual basis away
from the intercultural and inter
intercommunicational
communicational group settings the project contains 36 problems
and each problem requires a twofold
two fold answer consisting of a detailed outline of the search process
involved and a set of definition and explanation demonstrating the highest possible content
recognition

in designing and sequencing these projects the underlying questions must address measuring the
outcomes of student learning mccartin 200117 suggests
outcomes are observable demonstrations of student learning that occur after a significant set
of learning experiences typically outcomes reflect three things what the student knows
what the student can actually do with what he or she knows and the students confidence and
motivation in carrying out the demonstration
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in other words the outcomes of learning reveal new knowledge and skills the breadth or
coverage of the new knowledge and skills and the qualitative production of definitive results
through the practical application of the new knowledge and skills put into the context of
performance evaluation these three facets pose the following questions 1 what are the new
knowledge and skills that the student has acquired 2 how extensive is the coverage of the new
knowledge and skills that the student has acquired and 3 how effectively and skillfully is the
student able to bring about viable results through the practical application of the new knowledge and
skills that she has acquired although all of the three projects answer these evaluative questions to
varying degrees project three the literature review reveals most clearly the level of the
bibliographic and linguistic knowledge and skills that each student has acquired during the semester

howard D white 1992141142
1992141 142 gives a succinct view of what the review of a literature entails
the review of a literature is not an account of one book but a synthesis at least implicitly evaluative of
many authors research over a certain period on a continuum of bibliographic content it ranges from
articles in which almost every sentence is studded with a citation to articles such as appear in
encyclopedias that cite only a few key works the review is sometimes confused with the bibliographic
essay because both forms refer explicitly to other writings to which both are in some degree guides but
in fact reviews of literatures have a markedly different function bibliographic essays are intended to tell
what resources exist for study within a given field reviews of literatures in contrast are intended to
integrate the statements in a given body of writings into a theoretically meaningful design reviews will
be organized to answer the questions what do these writings allow us to conclude what is known
what is the state of the art the reviewer will be concerned with assembling the various claims and
counterclaims
counter
claims suggestively and interrelating them so as to explain some range of phenomena thus the
reviewer may be able after the survey to say where expert knowledge is relatively strong and where it is
weak that is where further research is needed the bibliographic essayist surveying merely what writing
exist is in no such position

with the larger goal of helping graduate students understand the openings present in their fields of
research in project three the literature review the students select topics that generally relate to
their Japan
ological research projects their reviews integrate at least 12 bibliographic sources
japanological
electronic and print one fourth of which may be in english while the rest must be in japanese
there are two major stipulations in the selection of these bibliographic sources 1 the sources must
be taken from the in
house guide book and 2 the sources outside the inhouse
inhouse
in house guide book can be
incorporated into the review as long as these outside sources are derived from the titles listed in the
in house guide book for example suppose graduate student john doe writes about medieval
inhouse
japanese confucianism and he looks up the guide word jukyo and then the subcategory kodai
chosei
chusei in kokushi
iten volume 7 there is a list of bibliographic references at the end of this
kakushi DaU
Dai
daijiten
jiten
dal
dauiten
extensive article the first entry of which is ikenaga
ienaga saburo nihon dotoku
lenaga
shi iwagami
shisoshi
hotoku Shiso
shitoshi
iwanami
zensho doe may use the ienaga
denaga book as one of the 12 bibliographic sources to review however
lenaga
he is required to endnote and list the ikenaga
ienaga citation in the works cited section of his review along
lenaga
with its parent reference title kokushi
kakushi daijiten
Daijiten which is included in the inhouse
dayiten
in house guide book in
addition students are required not to provide direct quotes in their reviews instead they are
encouraged to furnish paraphrased quotations in order to demonstrate the techniques acquired
through mastery of the ASC method the final result of this project integrating all the components
introduced in the 15 week bibliography course takes a fonn
I 0 page paper with an
fon n of a 7 to 110
form
academically unique and sound conclusion derived from a body of information synthesized through
this review process on the last day of the class the students share their reviews with the class in
their 20 minute oral presentations
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conclusion
functional bibliographic pedagogy in japanese studies evolves as its curricular design is deeply
rooted in the institutional scholarly direction articulated by the japanese studies faculty who frames
the immediate bibliographic needs of the graduate students this premise presupposes that the
curricular content of the bibliographic course defines itself as learner specific the implementation
of the learner specific curricular content necessitates a holistically managed pedagogical
environment that is activity based and participatory one that amalgamates constructive experiential
inquiry based and cooperative learning schema this environment enables students to venture freely
into a high level ofjapanological
of Japanological problem solving through dyadic cognitive processes that
japanological
combine critical and creative thinking the ultimate aim is the eventual acquisition of highly refined
bibliographic and research based linguistic skills BINARY FLUENCY
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for

ds833k64

APPENDIX 1
demonstration purpose only

1979

kokushi
kakushi daijiten

rit twyk

ddll
icyc
1 icya
pa
p4
az
4jz
mit
cwyk

content description
a
b

chronological coverage
material coverage

c

f

language
subject focus
entry arrangement

9

physical traits

h

other

d

inclusive
japanese history comprehensive
japanese

history

japan
in japanese syllabary order
volumes
indexes
15

content data elements

for each entry unit
entry word in hiragana followed by kanji
explanation in essay form signed
cross reference

a
b
c
d

bibliographic references

INDEX

volume 15a source and geographical names
volume 15b personal names
volume 15c historical events
entry in japanese syllabary order
a
b
volume number
page number
c
d
e

row locator

a d
information source
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APPENDIX 2
for demonstration purpose only

ds833k64

1979

daijiten
kokushi daijiten
kakushi

m

sample search question

rsiuj
injapan
injaian what
f44mmaj

in japan

is a sociopolitical structure prevalent in early modem times
is the basis of this concept and what characterizes it

ANSWERS

part
partl
parti

1

search process

rt

rtjj
fill
fili

fmwijjjj

key term
look up the keyterm
14 lookup
the subject index indicates
voil
voi 1111 p507 row b
14 go to vol
1

part

2

in the subject index
1 I11507b
15 07b

vol

15

TF

content recognition

1

the co functioning of the tokugawa

2

although domains functioned independently of one another they were under the strict
centralized control of the tokugawa shogunate in edo the system of alternate attendance

shogunate central government and feudal domains

il

Sl ft epitomizes this control
ilki
ilal
VZ
ilsl
vzft
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APPENDIX 3
demonstration purpose only

for
one sentence exercise
igl
fptmfljff
19950rip4 igi
kub1995pfflg

t3v5
ta
t6

bao

pum
pmm
FW j amm

cowt W
coat

autloo
tobj
toba

bae

ft

R

AIR
january 1367
mls january1367
mis

LV

oo

ANALYSIS
711

structural Re categorization

mm
4
5

27
21

bao
gilt
gill

C OV
OV t
exoML LLD ccw
exe
ml
ulm
luw V U ft
D caw

N

2
3
07

LLW
cv6

ll

fe oD P

4
5 L ULV

conceptual parallelism
yanagita kunio

baomw

CO
A
0 t
bar
gods for the japanese
R

2
3

ai
1i

L

D

C

iul

amu
emu
aul

4

LV

no need for solemn sanctuaries

earb
erab

gods who were part of everyday life
5

3
31

OCV

CV
L 0O
states that

reconfiguration

1I

yanagita kunio

2
3

gods for the japanese
no need for solemn sanctuaries
gods who were part of everyday life
states that

4
5

japanese gods
no need for religious institutions
gods belonging to japanese peoples daily life

SYNTHESIS
yanagita kunio states that
japanese gods did not need religious institutions
as they belonged to japanese peoples daily life

contextualization
according to yanagita kunio japanese gods belonged to japanese peoples daily life not to religious institutions
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